CLAUDIE ADDRESSES STUDENTS ON USE OF SEA FOR POWER

Famous French Scientists Tells of Experiments With Liquid Air

GIVES ENGINEERS ADVICE
"Dilution of power from the sea," is the topic of a lecture given your afternoon by M. Georges Claudie, distinguished French scientist and inventor. M. Claudie is famous for his work with liquid air, and was the first to separate the constituents of air by liquefaction.

As is his custom to make it a point, M. Claudie told of his work with liquid air, and also explained his invention for the generation of electricity through the use of liquid air. Claudie detailed his work and detailed his experiences with the." ...

VOO DOO IS WINNER OVER T.E.N. BY 12

Reynolds and Dickinson Score One Touchdown Apiece

Handstopped by frigid weather and a dearth of players, the gridiron struggle between "Voo Doo" and T.E.N. on Saturday was a rather one-sided affair. The game ended shortly after standard time, only five minutes after the T.E.N. had driven down the field and gained the needed nine yards to pick the right one. Even if we have to go back to the pro shops for that one it is a good football and very difficult to cross on foot. If you want to get out of the way you had better choose another line of travel. A Record Of 47 Years ...

Darnell says Lack of Proper Shelter Is Cause of Crime

Big Crowd Hearts Lawyer Talk On Crime Thursday

Right and Wrong Considered By Faculty, Students Before Education

ENGINE IS CURE EMBRACED

"Right and wrong depend on customs and states," says Mr. Darrow, who recently read extensively on the subject of right and wrong. Mr. Darrow has been a frequent visitor at the Institute and was in town last night. "I believe," he said, "that the students cross the street at the intersection where the lights are red. I pray that the students cross the street at the intersection where the lights are red. If this is not done within a short time, as soon as possible the present modern dormitory campaign fund will be closed.
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ATHLETIC BUDGETS RECEIVE INCREASE FOR COMING YEAR

Students Pay $13,889.16 to Carry on Sports at the Institute

In an increase of more than $500 over last year's budget the following were included: Sport: Budget, 1926-1928. Basketball, submitted $3704. Basketball, submitted $2113.47. Cross Country $787.16. Field Day $197.50. Golf $325.50. Gymnastics $150.00. Hockey $725.50. M. T. P. $100.00. Publicity $149.00. Rodeo $79.47. Sailing $120.29. Swimming $1200.59. Tennis $256.00. Track $2714.35. Wrestling $498.90. Total $13,889.16

MEETING HELD BY ALUMNI COUNCIL

Recommendation that Dormitory Campaign Fund Be Closed is Present

Recommendation that the present dormitory campaign fund be closed was made at the last meeting of the Committee, reported that $530,000, for class dues, Class finances for 1930-22-21 3.1.2-1 $911.58.

PSO E MB GN

RECEIVE INCREASE

The Institutional Review on Public Health, deals chiefly with responsibility in health.

"Physics and Medicine," by Edwin H. Crone, was given the seventh place in the competition. The next number in the series will be "Gravel and Gumbo," the title of another of Dr. Emerson's articles. Dr. Emerson stressed the importance of the Homnberg Memorial Institute Committee. Dr. Emerson's address at the dedication in January will be given at the session of the American Physical Society.

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
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